Introduction
============

The state of non-REM sleep (NREM), or slow wave sleep, is associated with a synchronized EEG pattern in which specific electrographic events take place. These events are sleep spindles and/or K complexes and high-voltage slow wave activity (SWA) within the delta frequency band (between 0.5 and 4.0 Hz) that can be recorded over the entire cortical surface. In humans, NREM is subdivided into stages 2 and 3--4 depending on the proportions of each of these polygraphic events. Stage 2, with sleep spindles and K complexes and less than 20% of SWA in the recording, corresponds, from the behavioral point of view, to a light sleep with a low-threshold to awakening. Behaviorally, stage 3--4, with SWA occupying at least 20% of the recording, is a deeper sleep. Recently, in the new sleep scoring classification of the AASM (Iber et al., [@B46]) the former stage 3--4 is identified as only one stage, named N3. In young adults stage 3--4 (N3) is especially abundant in the first third of the night (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Its proportions show notable stability in long and short sleepers, and it is the first stage to recover after sleep deprivation; it is considered to be the main component of the "core" sleep necessary for normal physical and intellectual performance and behavior. It usually decreases in the elderly.

![**Nocturnal hypnogram of a young man**. Modified from Reinoso-Suárez et al. ([@B91]).](fneur-02-00070-g001){#F1}

Overview of the Brain Structures Involved in NREM Generation
============================================================

Recently, in a revision of the publications describing the anatomical connections and effects of lesions and electrical stimulation of specific brain structures on the sleep--wakefulness cycle (SWC) we outlined the brain structures located at practically all levels of the encephalon that participate in the organization of the NREM state (Reinoso-Suárez et al., [@B89]; Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Also, different findings have shown that impulses from peripheral nerves and spinal cord can modify brain electrical activity increasing EEG synchronization and producing SWA, as occurs after stimulation of cutaneous nerves (Pompeiano and Swett, [@B75]), after repetitive visual stimuli or diffused and permanent illumination of the retina (Mancia et al., [@B60]), or after afferent volleys originating in the vagus nerve (Puizillout et al., [@B76]; Valdés-Cruz et al., [@B118]). Conversely, decrease of SWA in the EEG (and therefore enhancement of desynchronized EEG) takes place after suppression of trigeminal nerve afferents (Viñes-Morros, [@B126]), and after lesion or blockage of the spinal cord, thus indicating that ascending synchronizing impulses can also be generated in the spinal cord (Hodes, [@B44]; De Andrés et al., [@B23]).

![**Schematic representation of the encephalic NREM sleep-promoting structures**. A parasagittal section of cat brain shows a shaded area representing the brain structures where lesion decreases NREM sleep and/or EEG synchronization or stimulation increases NREM sleep. The main connections between these structures and the structures responsible of the organization of wakefulness (encompassed in red line) or REM sleep (blue lines) -- with the exception of the efferent hypothalamic and midbrain connections and the brainstem connections from the basal forebrain -- are shown. The thalamus--cerebral cortex complex or unit is darker to emphasize that these structures are necessary for the behavioral and bioelectric signs that characterize NREM sleep. AC, anterior commissure; CC, corpus callosum; DCN, deep cerebellar nuclei; Fo, fornix; G7, genu of the facial nerve; IC, inferior colliculus; IO, inferior olive; LV, lateral ventricle; MRF; midbrain reticular formation; MT, medullary tegmentum; OCh, optic chiasm; PGS, periaqueductal gray substance; RPC, caudal pontine reticular nucleus; RPO, oral pontine reticular nucleus; SC, superior colliculus; SC and PN, spinal cord and peripheral nerves; SN, solitary nucleus; TB, trapezoid body. Modified from Reinoso-Suárez et al. ([@B89]).](fneur-02-00070-g002){#F2}

When the medulla and the caudal pons are separated from more cranially located brainstem structures, active and resting periods are still organized in a manner that can resemble very elemental waking and sleep states (Siegel et al., [@B102]). But, in the absence of influence from higher brainstem structures, the medulla, and caudal pons are unable to generate true NREM or REM sleep signs since the full expression of these states does not occur in chronic medullary or midpontine cats (Reinoso-Suárez et al., [@B89]). However, lesion and stimulation experiments in our and other laboratories demonstrated that EEG synchronizing hypnogenic influences on the rostral brainstem and prosencephalon originate in the caudal pons and medulla at the level of the nucleus of the solitary tract (Magnes et al., [@B59]; Berlucchi et al., [@B8]; Reinoso-Barbero and De Andrés, [@B83]) and caudal pontine reticular nucleus (Batini et al., [@B7]; Cordeau and Mancia, [@B16]; Reinoso-Suárez et al., [@B93]; Rossi et al., [@B94]; Camacho-Evangelista and Reinoso-Suárez, [@B10]; Zarranz and Reinoso-Suárez, [@B131]; Reinoso-Suárez and De Andrés, [@B88]; Garzón, [@B32]). These findings, together with the rostral projections of these lower brainstem structures (Reinoso-Suárez et al., [@B92]), support the assertion by Moruzzi ([@B68]) that the deactivating structures of the lower brainstem may inhibit the ascending reticular system and counteract its influence at the level of the diencephalon.

Our group reported that lesions in the long ascending tracts at the level of the oral pontine tegmentum produce EEG desynchronization; bilateral desynchronization of the EEG also followed uni- or bilateral lesions in the superior cerebellar peduncle that destroyed the brachium conjunctivum tract (Camacho-Evangelista and Reinoso-Suárez, [@B10], [@B11]). This led us to infer that these lesions suppressed ascendant hypnogenic synchronizing impulses from more caudal levels of the brainstem and the deep cerebellar nuclei. In the case of lesion to the brachium conjunctivum tract, the suppression of the synchronizing impulses was associated to a bilateral increase of desynchronized EEG but also to the generation of bursts of intermediate- to high-voltage theta band EEG activity recorded in cortical areas (motor and parietal cortices) that are targets of the thalamic nuclei where cerebellar projections end (Camacho-Evangelista and Reinoso-Suárez, [@B11]; Reinoso-Suárez, [@B86], [@B87]). In agreement with these results, unilateral lesions of the brachium conjunctivum in cats increased wakefulness and drowsiness while decreasing NREM and REM sleep (De Andrés and Reinoso-Suárez, [@B24]).

Sleep spindles and delta SWA cannot be observed in decerebrate animals in which the brainstem has been released from prosencephalic influences (Villablanca, [@B122]; De Andrés and Corpas, [@B21]), even though, these preparations show the behavioral and bioelectric REM sleep signs. On the other hand, the isolated forebrain (or *cerveau isolé* preparation) of cats transected at the intercollicular level, which lacks brainstem influences, is able to express the full bioelectric activity patterns of NREM sleep (Villablanca, [@B121]; Corpas and De Andrés, [@B17]). In addition, when the third cranial nerves and nuclei are not affected by the transection in the *cerveau isolé* preparation, the bioelectric EEG activities in the isolated forebrain are coupled to pupil size changes, that is, myosis during synchronized EEG and mydriasis during desynchronized EEG, that occur in intact cats during NREM sleep and wakefulness, respectively (Villablanca, [@B125]). Furthermore, prosencephalic mechanisms are sufficient for homeostatic regulation of NREM sleep: pharmacologic deprivation of this state in the *cerveau isolé* preparation is followed as in intact animals by an NREM sleep rebound (Corpas and De Andrés, [@B17]).

In addition, clinical, and lesion and stimulation experiments made it possible to describe a rostral NREM hypnogenic system that includes the basal forebrain, and preoptic and anterior hypothalamic regions (von Economo, [@B127]; Hess, [@B42]; Nauta, [@B69]; Hernández-Peón, [@B41]; Sterman and Clemente, [@B111]; Madoz and Reinoso-Suárez, [@B58]; McGinty and Sterman, [@B63]; Szymusiak and McGinty, [@B114]). The ventral lateral preoptic area and the median preoptic nucleus show a higher density of neurons with increased activity during NREM episodes than do other anterior hypothalamic regions (Szymusiak et al., [@B112]).

Also, lesion, stimulation, and clinical studies demonstrate that the thalamus is necessary to generate the electrophysiological and behavioral manifestations that characterize NREM sleep (Hess, [@B42], [@B43]; Morrison and Dempsey, [@B66]; Villablanca, [@B124]; Steriade et al., [@B106]; Sforza et al., [@B99]). The chronic athalamic cat shows wakefulness and REM sleep but not typical NREM sleep (Villablanca, [@B125]). Also Villablanca ([@B123], [@B125]) affirmed that true NREM sleep is absent in chronic cats without *telencephalon* (diencephalic cats) because neither delta SWA nor sleep spindles could be recorded in the thalamus.

In summary, it appears that the thalamus and the cerebral cortex are absolutely necessary for the expression of the most significant bioelectric and behavioral events of NREM sleep. Other structures like the basal forebrain, cerebellum and caudal brain stem, and impulses from the spinal cord and peripheral nerves modulate NREM sleep but are not required for the actual generation of the bioelectric and behavioral signs accompanying the expression of NREM sleep (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

The Thalamus and the Cerebral Cortex
====================================

The thalamus and the cerebral cortex work as an indivisible unit in brain functions. The cerebral cortex is the main afferent and efferent structure for the thalamus, and, in turn, the thalamus is the main subcortical afferent and efferent structure for the cerebral cortex (Reinoso-Suárez et al., [@B89]; Figures [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In both cases these connections are made of two types of projection neurons (Jones, [@B51]; Rubio-Garrido et al., [@B95]; Figures [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}): the thalamus sends projections from core- (C) and matrix- (M) type thalamocortical neurons and the cerebral cortex sends projections from layer VI and layer V neurons.

![**Thalamic nuclei, cell types, and thalamocortical relationships**. The lower part of the figure represents a schematic coronal section of the primate diencephalon and the upper drawing depicts a schematic section of the primary and association cerebral cortices. Thalamic lateral posterior (LP) and ventral posterior (VP) nuclei are represented as examples of high-order and first-order thalamic nuclei, respectively. C, core-type cells; Intr, thalamic intralaminar nuclei; It, GABAergic interneurons; M, matrix-type cells; MD, medial dorsal thalamic nucleus; NR, thalamic reticular nucleus; I--VI, cortical layers. Modified from Reinoso-Suárez et al. ([@B89]).](fneur-02-00070-g003){#F3}

![**Schematic representation of the fiber and neuronal organization of the cerebral cortex**. The projection neurons, pyramidal neurons in layers II--III, V, and VI, are represented in different colors according to their origin and targets. The two types of interneurons are represented in different colors: (1) the excitatory interneuron, a spiny stellate cell, is in pink; and (2) the inhibitory interneurons are in light green. There are four specific examples of inhibitory interneuron: two dendrite-and tuft-targeting cells \[Cajal-Retzius (C-R) and Martinotti (M) neurons\], one dendrite targeting cell \[double bouquet (DB) neuron\], and one axon targeting cell \[chandelier (C) neuron\]. Afferent fibers from cortical and subcortical origins are represented in different colors and specific distributions. The wide distributions of dopaminergic (DA), serotonergic (5-HT), noradrenergic (NA), histaminergic (His), orexinergic (Orx), and GABAergic (GABA) fibers originating in brainstem, diencephalic, and basal prosencephalic structures are represented by their terminals, as is the topographically organized terminals of the basal forebrain cholinergic (Ach) fibers. Thalamocortical fibers targeting cortical layers I (M-type) and IV (C-type) are also shown. I to VI, cortical layers one to six. Open triangles, excitatory terminals; solid triangles, inhibitory terminals. From Reinoso-Suárez et al. ([@B89]).](fneur-02-00070-g004){#F4}

The axons of both types (M and C) of thalamocortical projection neurons provide collateral branches to the thalamic reticular nucleus when traversing it on their way to the cerebral cortex. The GABAergic thalamic reticular neurons that receive these collaterals project back, modulating both the thalamic projection neurons that provide the thalamocortical axons as well as the related interneurons (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Thalamic innervation in cortical layer I is at least as heavy as that in layer IV; every part of cortical layer I receives combined input from multiple thalamic nuclei (Rubio-Garrido et al., [@B95]).

Since the 1980s, the thalamocortical and corticothalamic cellular bases of sleep spindles and delta SWA generation have been extensively studied by Steriade et al. ([@B106], [@B105], [@B107], [@B109]). In a series of experiments these authors showed that the combination of the intrinsic electrophysiological properties of the thalamic and cortical neurons, together with their synaptic connections, is responsible for the generation of sleep spindles and delta SWA oscillations in the EEG during NREM sleep (for review see Núñez-Molina and Amzica, [@B71]; Fuentealba and Steriade, [@B28]). Thus, the EEG activities, which appear during stages 2 and 3--4 (N3) of NREM sleep are essentially generated by the activity of neurons in the thalamic reticular nucleus, in the thalamocortical projecting nuclei, and in the cerebral cortex.

Steriade et al. ([@B106]) proposed, early on, that the neurons of the thalamic reticular nucleus are pacemakers for sleep spindles, based on the absence of the sleep spindle oscillation in thalamocortical systems when they are disconnected from the thalamic reticular nucleus and the presence of spindle rhythmicity in the deafferentized reticular thalamic nucleus. Bal and McCormick ([@B6]) demonstrated that reticular nucleus neurons have an intrinsic rhythmic activity at spindle frequencies (7--12 Hz) in slice preparations. The thalamic reticular nucleus is a relatively thin sheet of neurons that surrounds the anterior, lateral and, to some extent, ventral surfaces of the dorsal thalamus, and it is entirely composed of GABAergic cells. Because of its anatomical position the thalamic reticular nucleus is traversed by virtually all axons connecting the dorsal thalamus with the neocortex, giving the nucleus its reticulated appearance and name; it also receives collateral branches from corticothalamic fibers originating in cortical layer VI (Figures [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Thalamic reticular nucleus neurons do not project directly to the cortex although they widely project to the relay thalamic nuclei. Simultaneous intracellular recordings in reticular, thalamocortical, and cortical neurons (Steriade and Deschenes, [@B105]) indicated that sleep spindle generation was produced by a chain of events with three main consecutive steps: (1) repetitive spike-bursts at spindle frequency generated by GABAergic thalamic reticular nucleus neurons; (2) transfer of this activity to relay thalamocortical nuclei producing rhythmic (at spindle frequency) inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs) in thalamocortical neurons; and (3) transfer to the cerebral cortex of postinhibitory rebound spike-bursts of the thalamocortical cells producing excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) in cortical cells at spindle frequency. The repetitive spike-bursts of the reticular nucleus neurons are Na^+^ action potentials generated by low-threshold Ca^+^ spikes at spindle frequency (Bal and McCormick, [@B6]). Since the reticular nucleus projection is GABAergic, the reticular nucleus activities are transmitted to the thalamocortical relay nuclei generating rhythmic IPSPs in these cells. Thalamocortical relay cells are able to generate Ca^+^ spikes at membrane hyperpolarizing levels (Jahnsen and Llinás, [@B47]), these Ca^2+^ spike makes it possible to generate Na^+^ potentials in the re-polarizing phase of the IPSPs that can reach the cerebral cortex and produce rhythmic EPSPs in cortical neurons at the sleep spindle frequencies (Steriade and Deschenes, [@B105]) since the thalamic afferents to the cerebral cortex are glutamatergic (Figures [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, in relation with the cellular basis of the sleep spindles, it is noteworthy that spindle oscillations in the membrane potential of the reticular and thalamocortical neurons arise from sustained hyperpolarized membrane potential levels (Llinás and Steriade, [@B57]), and that thalamocortical or corticothalamic collaterals to the thalamic reticular nucleus can reinforce the generation of sleep spindles. Synaptic activation of the thalamic reticular nucleus neurons by stimulation of these afferents invariably determines the generation of a sequence of spindle waves crowned with spike-bursts.

![**Schematic representation of the anatomical bases for the sleep spindles of NREM sleep and the intermediate- to high-voltage theta EEG activity of drowsiness**. From Reinoso-Suárez et al. ([@B89]).](fneur-02-00070-g005){#F5}

The recruiting responses are the neurophysiological activity that can be experimentally elicited in the cat cortex after low-frequency stimulation of the intralaminar and related nuclei (Morrison and Dempsey, [@B66]); these responses resemble the EEG activity recorded in superficial layer I of the cortex during sleep spindles (Hess, [@B43]). The frontal and posterior parietal cortices are the cortical regions that are the prime location for recruiting responses and spontaneous spindling in the cat (Morrison and Dempsey, [@B66]; Starzl and Magoun, [@B103]; Reinoso-Suárez, [@B84]). The superficial thalamocortical projection system to layer I in the frontal and posterior parietal cortex of the cat does not arise from intralaminar nuclei but from the paralaminar region of ventral medial, ventral anterior, and ventral lateral nuclei (Oka et al., [@B72]; Avendaño et al., [@B5]). In addition, the M-type cells of these nuclei innervate wider zones of layer I of the cerebral hemisphere, as it also happens in rats (Rubio-Garrido et al., [@B95]). Consequently this layer I projection system to the frontal and posterior parietal cortices may be an important leading path for recruiting responses and spontaneous spindling activities (Oka et al., [@B72]; Avendaño et al., [@B5]). In relation with the possible thalamocortical route for sleep spindle generation, Jiménez-Castellanos and Reinoso-Suárez ([@B49]), Velayos et al. ([@B120]), and Avendaño et al. ([@B5]) proposed a circuit that involves the thalamic reticular nucleus and its projection to the paralaminar ventral medial, ventral anterior, and ventral lateral nuclei (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The thalamic reticular nucleus GABAergic pacemaker neurons of the spindle oscillations would impose their rhythmicity on the paralaminar M-type neurons that project to layer I of the frontal and parietal cortices (Reinoso-Suárez et al., [@B89]; Figures [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). For this to occur, as happens in stage 2 of NREM sleep, it is necessary to decrease the brainstem activating system action on both the thalamic reticular nucleus neurons, which consequently fire at their intrinsic burst activity, and the paralaminar neurons, which then transfer the slow burst activity to the cortex. Altogether this permits the thalamic paralaminar M-type neurons projecting to layer I of the cerebral cortex, in their turn, impose this activity on the cortex, which has also been released from the influence of the ascending activating system (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}; Reinoso-Suárez, [@B86], [@B87]; Reinoso-Suárez et al., [@B89]). Recently Bonjean et al. ([@B9]) have concluded that spindle oscillation initiation depends on activity by cortical pyramidal neurons on thalamic reticular nucleus neurons, which would then fire synchronizing discharges. The intermediate phase would be the interaction of thalamic reticular nucleus neurons with the thalamic projection neurons as we have described above. Spindle firing is terminated by the combination of *I*~h~ current and corticothalamic input depolarizing actions. Consequently corticothalamic activity is involved not only in the long-range synchronization of spindles but also in the initiation and termination of individual spindle sequences, and this controls spindle duration.

Andrade et al. ([@B3]) have investigated human hippocampal functional connectivity with neocortex in wakefulness and during NREM sleep. They found that the strongest functional connectivity between the hippocampal formation and neocortex was observed in stage 2 sleep spindles. The hippocampal structure dominating functional connectivity to frontal neocortex regions during sleep stage 2 was the subiculum. This increased connectivity between the hippocampal formation and neocortical regions suggests an increased capacity for possibly global information transfer in sleep stage 2 and would support the hypothesis of sleep-dependent memory consolidation.

Cortical and thalamic mechanisms are also involved in the generation of EEG delta SWA that appear in deep NREM sleep stage 3--4. EEG with SWA can be registered in the cortex of cats without thalamus (Villablanca, [@B124]); therefore, the cortex has classically been considered to be the structure that generates this activity. However, Steriade et al. ([@B107], [@B109]) showed that delta oscillations can also be generated in thalamocortical neurons. These cells express this property intrinsically when their membrane potential is at more strongly hyperpolarized levels than during sleep spindles. In thalamic cells, delta is an intrinsic oscillation consisting of low-threshold spikes alternating with post-hyperpolarizing potentials. Action potentials at delta frequency that can be transferred to the cortex are generated in the depolarizing phase of the Ca^2+^ low-threshold spikes. Therefore, there is a degree of incompatibility in simultaneously generating thalamic spindles and delta rhythms; this may explain the distinct prevalences of these two types of oscillations during the different stages of NREM \[stages 2 and 3--4 (N3) respectively\] with synchronization of the electroencephalogram (Nuñez et al., [@B70]).

In fact, the thalamus and the cerebral cortex are close structures and abundantly interconnected, and they form a non-divisible unit in brain functions. During NREM sleep oscillating cortical activities can be transferred to specific thalamic structures via cortical efferents from layer VI and V pyramidal neurons; in turn, thalamic oscillating activities can reach cortical neurons principally through M-type, but also C-type, thalamocortical neurons, since the former innervate extensive zones of layer I of the cerebral cortex and can convey oscillatory information activity to the distal apical tufts of pyramidal neurons from layers II, III, and V, neurons which are source for corticocortical and subcortical connections.

The different oscillatory activities and spike-bursting mode in thalamic and cortical neurons that we have just described are completely absent in wakefulness and/or REM where the associated EEG is desynchronized. During the later states, thalamic and cortical neurons are depolarized and show a tonic firing discharge pattern (Llinás and Steriade, [@B57]). The level of the membrane potential of thalamic neurons is mainly controlled by cholinergic input and, in wakefulness by additional glutamatergic and aminergic inputs, from the mesopontine cholinergic, glutamatergic, and aminergic cell groups. Stimulation of cholinergic mesopontine nuclei produces an opposite effect in thalamic cells to the effects of corticothalamic volleys, readily suppressing their slow oscillatory bursts due to the generation of excitatory depolarizing discharges that produce a tonic firing pattern of activity in thalamic neurons (Steriade et al., [@B107]). The firing rate of the cholinergic laterodorsal and pedunculopontine mesopontine nuclei neurons is increased during wakefulness and REM sleep in comparison with firing rate during NREM sleep (Steriade et al., [@B110]); therefore, when the activity of the cholinergic mesopontine, hypothalamic and basal forebrain, and glutamatergic and aminergic mesopontine structures decreases during NREM, the membrane potential of thalamic and cortical cells is hyperpolarized. This allows the generation of oscillatory patterns in the thalamic and cortical neurons, leading to expression of the specific EEG events of the NREM stages (Steriade and McCarley, [@B108]).

Finally, intracellular recording experiments of cortical and thalamic neurons during synchronized EEG states detected that delta membrane oscillations were accompanied by a slower \<1 Hz membrane rhythm (Dossi et al., [@B25]). This oscillation consists of a depolarized (UP) state in which neurons fire followed by a hyperpolarized (DOWN) state with neuronal silence. There is a close temporal relationship between the \>1 Hz cellular oscillation and the 1- to 4-Hz delta EEG waves since the negative component of the EEG signal corresponds to the DOWN state of the cortical neurons (Contreras and Steriade, [@B15]). The cortical origin of these slow \<1 Hz rhythm waves was demonstrated by the presence of the oscillation in the cerebral cortex after thalamectomy (Steriade et al., [@B109]) and its absence in the thalamus of decorticated animals (Timofeev and Steriade, [@B115]). The cortical slow \<1 Hz activity is expressed synchronously in wide areas of the cerebral cortex; disconnection of intracortical synaptic linkages does not abolish the \<1 Hz activity, but it does determine the loss of its synchronization between the different cortical areas (Amzica and Steriade, [@B2]). These findings indicate a possible role for \<1 Hz cortical activity in synchronous excitation of wide brain territories (cortical and thalamic) during NREM, which would allow the simultaneous expression of the same EEG activities in all territories (Núñez-Molina and Amzica, [@B71]). Interestingly, the generation of K complexes during stage 2 of NREM sleep seems to be related with the \<1 Hz rhythm of the cortical pyramidal cells as the K complexes can be generated by stimulation of a cortical area other than the one in which they are recorded. Also, K complexes can be evoked by sensory stimuli arriving at the cerebral cortex (Núñez-Molina and Amzica, [@B71]). K complexes, during NREM stage 2, are usually followed by a sleep spindle; in these circumstances, it is possible that the \<1 Hz cortical activity would be sufficient to induce thalamic reticular nucleus neuron oscillation at the sleep spindle frequencies, since, as we have indicated above, stimulation of corticothalamic afferents to the reticular nucleus is one the most efficient stimuli in evoking rhythmic activity in reticular thalamic cells at sleep spindle frequencies.

Basal Forebrain Anterior Hypothalamic Structures
================================================

Beside thalamus and cerebral cortex, the preoptic region and the anterior hypothalamus are other prosencephalic regions involved in NREM mechanisms (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). As we have mentioned before, von Economo ([@B127]) was the first to suggest that the anterior hypothalamus was a sleep-promoting structure (Reinoso-Suárez et al., [@B89]); later on in the sixties, the importance of this region in the mechanisms for NREM generation was confirmed after behavioral sleep associated with synchronized EEG was obtained with electrical stimulation of the preoptic region and of the basal forebrain (Sterman and Clemente, [@B111]) and by the insomnia that followed electrolytic or diathermocoagulation lesions in these areas (Madoz and Reinoso-Suárez, [@B58]; McGinty and Sterman, [@B63]). Also, selective neurotoxic lesions of the preoptic neurons induce insomnia (Szymusiak and McGinty, [@B114]) thus indicating that the loss of local neurons rather than of fibers of passage is critical for sleep control. Single unit recordings have shown that the preoptic region as well as the basal forebrain there hold neurons whose discharge rate is higher during NREM than in W; in addition, many preoptic- and diagonal band-sleep active neurons are also heat-sensitive (Alam et al., [@B1]). The same local thermal stimuli that activate preoptic heat-sensitive neurons produce a sleep propensity and NREM with delta SWA (see Szymusiak et al., [@B113] for a review of the close interactions between sleep regulation and thermoregulation together with the numerous factors that modulate the activity of the sleep-sensitive neurons in the anterior hypothalamus). Clusters of neurons exhibiting sleep-related c-Fos protein immunostaining were found in the ventral lateral preoptic area and in the median preoptic nucleus (Sherin et al., [@B101]). Neuronal density with increased activity during NREM episodes is higher in these regions than in other anterior hypothalamic sites (Szymusiak et al., [@B112]). Neurons of the ventral lateral preoptic area contain the inhibitory neuromodulator galanin and the inhibitory neurotransmitter GABA (Sherin et al., [@B100]); GABA is also found in most cells in the median preoptic nucleus (Gong et al., [@B35]). Anatomical tracer studies have shown that the ventral lateral preoptic area and the median preoptic nucleus project to arousal-related regions in the posterior hypothalamus and midbrain including the histaminergic tuberomammillary nucleus (Sherin et al., [@B100]), the hypocretinergic/orexinergic perifornical hypothalamic area (Uschakov et al., [@B117]; Yoshida et al., [@B130]), the serotonergic dorsal raphe, and the noradrenergic locus coeruleus (Steininger et al., [@B104]). All of these findings indicate that the preoptic area may promote sleep onset and maintenance by producing an inhibitory modulation of multiple arousal systems (Szymusiak et al., [@B113]). In fact, GABA-mediated inhibitory actions in histaminergic tuberomammillary neurons were demonstrated after electrical stimulation of the ventral lateral preoptic area (Yang and Hatton, [@B129]). Also, local warming of the preoptic region (a stimulus that -- as we have mentioned before -- activates preoptic warmth-sensitive neurons and generates NREM) causes suppression of waking related firing in both dorsal presumedly serotonergic raphe nucleus neurons (Guzmán-Marín et al., [@B38]) and in hypothalamic perifornical neurons (Krilowicz et al., [@B54]). Recently, it has been demonstrated that sleep-regulatory molecules like interleukin-1, tumor necrosis factor, and growth hormone-releasing hormone, stimulate NREM sleep by acting on neurons in the preoptic region. In addition, NREM sleep-promoting actions also take place through interleukin-1 and tumor necrosis factor inhibitory actions on locus coeruleus neurons and by interleukin-1 action on serotonergic raphe cells. What is more, the facilitation of NREM sleep can occur when the lateral hypothalamic perifornical area is subject to a endogenous adenosinergic inhibition that restrains the wakefulness-generating hypocretinergic/orexinergic neurons (Krueger et al., [@B55]; Rai et al., [@B78]).

Anatomical studies have demonstrated that most of the posterior hypothalamic- and monoaminergic- arousal systems send feedback projections to the ventral lateral preoptic area (Chou et al., [@B12]; Reinoso-Suárez et al., [@B89]). *In vitro* experiments have indicated that the wake-promoting neurotransmitters serotonin, noradrenalin, and acetylcholine inhibit identified preoptic GABA neurons (Gallopin et al., [@B30]); therefore, mutually inhibitory interactions between the sleep-promoting preoptic region and the arousal-related hypothalamic and midbrain structures may provide a substrate for a "sleep--wakefulness switch" (McGinty and Szymusiak, [@B62]; Saper et al., [@B97]). Thus, activation of preoptic sleep-promoting cells could lead to sleep onset by inhibiting arousal structures; in turn, activation of arousal hypothalamic and midbrain structures could suppress activity by preoptic NREM sleep-promoting cells as well as REM-promoting neurons (Reinoso-Suárez et al., [@B91]) and facilitate the switch to wakefulness. Finally, the involvement of the preoptic region in homeostatic sleep regulation has been reported in recent experiments examining the patterns of c-Fos immunoreactivity in preoptic neurons following acute total sleep deprivation or selective REM sleep restriction (Gvilia et al., [@B39],[@B40]). These studies indicate that the GABAergic ventral lateral preoptic neurons are more strongly activated in response to increasing sleep amounts during sleep rebound, whereas GABAergic cells of the median preoptic nucleus are more strongly activated in response to sleep pressure during sleep deprivation. Thus, within the prosencephalon, the preoptic region seems to be deeply involved in homeostatic NREM and REM sleep mechanisms. Prosencephalic mechanisms underlying sleep homeostasis have been indicated by the capacity of the isolated forebrain to present NREM sleep rebound after pharmacological deprivation (Corpas and De Andrés, [@B17]) and the absence of REM rebound in REM sleep-deprived decerebrate animals (De Andrés and Corpas, [@B21]; De Andrés et al., [@B22]).

Brainstem and Cerebellar Structures
===================================

As we have mentioned in the introduction, early work with brainstem transections or lesions below the oral pontine tegmentum indicated that sleep-generating structures were located in the lower brainstem. NREM with EEG synchronization could be obtained in behaving cats by low-frequency electrical stimulation of the medullary reticular formation at the level of the solitary tract nucleus (Magnes et al., [@B59]), but lesion and stimulation studies in the peripheral nerves, spinal cord, caudal pontine tegmentum, and deep cerebellar nuclei can also induce hypnogenic synchronizing impulses (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

The solitary tract nucleus region in the dorsal medulla is thought to provide a link between visceral activities such as respiratory, cardiovascular and gastrointestinal functions, and the sleep--wakefulness states. Biochemically, the solitary tract nucleus is a rather heterogeneous region where most viscerosensory afferent fibers from the VIIth, IXth, and Xth cranial nerves terminate; therefore, this region has important roles in the central regulation of visceral functions, but it also influences sleep--wakefulness states and electrical activity of the cerebral cortex. Not only does electrical stimulation of the solitary tract nucleus result in behavioral sleep with slow-EEG waves, these responses have also been obtained after the local administration of a variety of substances including serotonin (Laguzzi et al., [@B56]), morphine and other opiates agonists of mu or delta opioid receptors (Reinoso-Barbero and De Andrés, [@B83]; Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), and glutamate (Golanov and Reis, [@B34]). These latter findings indicate that it is the activation of intrinsic solitary tract nucleus neurons and not of passing fibers that is responsible for the sleep and EEG responses. Unit activity studies have shown that there is a population of neurons in the solitary tract nucleus with an increased firing rate during NREM sleep (Eguchi and Satoh, [@B26]). The solitary tract nucleus does not directly project to the cerebral cortex (Saper, [@B96]), although it does project to several brainstem, thalamic, and hypothalamic areas that innervate the cortex and can mediate EEG and sleep responses. These areas include: locus coeruleus, raphe and parabrachial nuclei, lateral hypothalamus, and nuclei of the midline thalamus.

![**Top: microphotographs illustrating the location of the saline and opioid microinjections in two cats injected in the medial nucleus (arrow) of the solitary tract (SOL)**. Bottom: Bars show the mean duration in minutes spent in the different sleep--wakefulness states during the first hour of recordings in controls (saline, 40 nl) and after morphiceptin (mu opioid agonist) or DPDPE (delta opioid agonist) microinjections (2.4 nmol, 40 nl). Respiratory rate (triangles) in breaths per minute and heart rate (circles) in beats per minute are also shown for each sleep--wakefulness state during the first hour of recordings. Note the decreased respiratory and heart rates in sleep states in comparison with values during wakefulness in the control saline experiments; both opioid treatments produced a further decrease in both autonomic variables. W, wakefulness; D, drowsiness; NREM, non-REM sleep; REM, REM sleep. (After Reinoso-Barbero, [@B82]).](fneur-02-00070-g006){#F6}

Results from our group's early work with lesions showed the existence of ascending EEG synchronizing influences arising from the rostral and intermediate parts of the nucleus reticularis pontis caudalis. Lesions in these areas decreased SWA in the cerebral cortex and the bioelectrical and behavioral signals of NREM and REM sleep (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}; Camacho-Evangelista and Reinoso-Suárez, [@B10]; Zarranz and Reinoso-Suárez, [@B131]; Reinoso-Suárez and De Andrés, [@B88]). More recent experiments microinjecting small amounts of a carbachol solution in rostral and intermediate parts of the nucleus reticularis pontis caudalis produced a synchronized EEG pattern associated with some REM sleep signs such as isolated and/or clustered PGO waves; the most rostral microinjections were also associated with muscular atonia (Garzón, [@B32]; Reinoso-Suárez et al., [@B90]). Power spectra analyses indicated that the synchronized EEG pattern obtained in these experiments did not consist of delta waves, instead, the high-voltage SWA activity was produced by enhancement of theta and alpha band frequencies (Garzón, [@B32]). Therefore, this cortical electrical pattern does not correspond to fully developed NREM sleep; instead, these electrical features are more similar to those expressed in the EEG during the transitional period between NREM and REM sleep (Gottesmann, [@B36]). Recently we have reported (Moreno-Balandrán et al., [@B65]) that low-doses and small carbachol microinjections delivered in the dorsal part of the oral pontine tegmentum in cats, at the level of the perilocus coeruleus alpha, produce a similar synchronized EEG without delta wave enhancement. These results indicate that not only is the pontine tegmentum the neural substrate for REM sleep and desynchronized EEG mechanisms, but that its caudal region -- especially the rostral and intermediate areas of the nucleus reticularis pontis caudalis; together with the dorsal part of the oral region -- seems to be involved in generating the pattern of bioelectrical activity that announces REM onset from NREM sleep.

![**Activating and synchronizing EEG centers in the pontine tegmentum**. **(A,C--E)** show diagrams of the combined extent of lesions in the pontine tegmentum of cats producing either EEG activation (diagonal dashed lines encircled by heavy dashed lines) or EEG synchronization (horizontal lines encircled by heavy solid lines). **(A)** Parasagittal section 2 mm from the midline; circled numbers indicate frontal plane levels on the Reinoso-Suárez ([@B85]) atlas corresponding to sections **(C--E)**, respectively. **(B)** Graph showing the percent of increase in activation (dashed line) and decrease in activation (solid line) relative to the pre-lesion control-based zero for each animal. Note that lesions that produced EEG synchronization are located at the level of the oral pontine reticular nucleus and those that produced EEG activation are located caudal, dorsal, and lateral to this nucleus. BC, brachium conjunctivum; BP, brachium pontis; CP, colliculus inferior; FP, fasciculus longitudinalis medialis; LM, lemniscus medialis; MV, tractus mesencephalicus nervi trigemini; NLL, nucleus lemnisci lateralis; NP, nuclei pontis; NR, nucleus ruber; NRV, nucleus reticularis ventralis; NTR, nucleus corporis trapezoidei; OS, oliva superior; P, tractus pyramidalis; RPC, nucleus reticularis pontis caudalis; RPO, nucleus reticularis pontis oralis; SCV, tractus spinocerebellaris anterior; TD, nucleus tegmenti dorsalis; TR, corpus trapezoideum; TF, tractus tectospinalis. From Camacho-Evangelista and Reinoso-Suárez ([@B10]).](fneur-02-00070-g007){#F7}

The major role of the *cerebellum* in motor functions has undervalued its possible involvement in sleep regulation. Cerebellar participation in sleep can be related to motor activities during sleep but also to intrinsic sleep mechanisms. The former activities involve postural adjustment and control of muscle tone and movements during sleep that, as in wakefulness, must be controlled by the cerebellum; in fact, early experimental studies showed the existence of cerebellar components in muscle atonia and phasic activities of the eyes' lateral rectus muscle during REM (Jouvet, [@B53]; Guglielmino and Strata, [@B37]; Gadea-Ciria and Fuentes, [@B29]; Cunchillos and De Andrés, [@B18]). Together with these actions, the cerebellum has important influences on intrinsic sleep mechanisms as was first indicated by the changes observed in cortical and thalamic electrical activity that follow electrical stimulation and lesion of different cerebellar structures.

Moruzzi ([@B67]) reported that diffuse EEG effects could be obtained through the efferent of the nucleus dentatus, this effect was also obtained with low-frequency electrical stimulation of the nucleus fatigius, while high frequency stimulation of this nucleus produced diffuse EEG activation (Fadiga et al., [@B27]). Specific superficial thalamocortical responses (surface negative-deep positive potentials) in the frontal and parietal cortices were also produced by stimulation of the cerebellar nuclei (Sasaki et al., [@B98]). Suppression of the impulses from the deep cerebellar nuclei through lesion of the brachium conjunctivum tract produce, together with a bilateral activation of the EEG, the appearance of synchronized bursts of intermediate- to high-voltage EEG activity in the theta band (7--13 Hz, bigger of 250 mv) that can be recorded in frontal and parietal cortical areas that are targets of the projections from the thalamic nuclei that receive cerebellar afferents (Camacho-Evangelista and Reinoso-Suárez, [@B11]; Reinoso-Suárez, [@B86], [@B87]). The bioelectrical features of these synchronized bursts are similar to the relaxation rhythms described in cats during periods of relaxed wakefulness or drowsiness (Ursin and Sterman, [@B116]). A similar EEG synchronization, most conspicuously recorded in the ipsilateral frontal and parietal cortices, appears especially after the lesion of the brachium conjunctivum tract at the level of the red nucleus (Reinoso-Suárez, [@B84]). This intermediate- to high-voltage SWA in the theta band can also be recorded in the thalamic paralaminar nuclei that receive afferents from the cerebellum; it looks as if suppression of the cerebellar afferents releases these nuclei and allows them to fire at a possible intrinsic theta frequency, modulated by thalamic and other extrathalamic connections that, projecting to layer I, impose their bioelectrical activity on the frontal and parietal cortices (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}; Reinoso-Suárez, [@B86], [@B87]; Reinoso-Suárez et al., [@B89]). The two bioelectric phenomena after the lesion on the superior cerebellar peduncle (increased EEG activation and synchronized bursts of EEG activity in the theta band) are coherent with the SWC modifications after lesion of the superior cerebellar peduncle that significantly increase wakefulness and drowsiness while decreasing REM and NREM sleep (De Andrés and Reinoso-Suárez, [@B24]). The sleep suppression was a consequence of the decrease in both the duration and the number of the NREM episodes (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). Also, changes in sleep--wakefulness proportions occur after fastigial nuclei, cortical, or middle cerebellar peduncle lesions. All these studies point to an important participation by the cerebellum in SWC mechanisms through a functional antagonism in the regulation of the proportions of sleep and wakefulness between cerebellar cortex and deep cerebellar nuclei; that is, like the changes occurring after the brachium conjunctivum tract lesions, increased wakefulness, and decreased NREM and REM sleep were reported after bilateral lesions of the fastigial nuclei (Giannazzo et al., [@B33]). However, these effects were just the opposite after lesions in the middle cerebellar peduncle (Raffaele et al., [@B77]) or in the cortex of vermis and cerebellar hemispheres that produced increased NREM and REM sleep (De Andrés and Reinoso-Suárez, [@B24]; García-Uría et al., [@B31]). Cerebellectomized animals present all SWC states (Jouvet, [@B53]; Paz et al., [@B73]). However and surprisingly, in spite of the severe neurological deficits produced by cerebellectomy, the quantitative alterations in the proportions of SWC states in cerebellectomized animals are smaller than those produced by localized subcortical or cortical cerebellar lesions. In our experiments (Cunchillos and De Andrés, [@B18]) with cerebellectomized cats, the main change after cerebellectomy was an increase in drowsiness that persisted during the entire survival time (5 weeks) and that was associated with small decreases in both W and NREM sleep as well as an increase in REM sleep. These results confirm cerebellar involvement in mechanisms of synchronized EEG and support the hypothesis that the cerebellum, through dual opposite cortical and subcortical effects, would have an important regulatory action in the fine adjustments in the proportions of SWC states for maintaining the sleep--wakefulness equilibrium (Cunchillos and De Andrés, [@B18]).

![**Modifications in the total duration of wakefulness, drowsiness, NREM (slow sleep), and REM (paradoxical) sleep, as well as their episode mean duration and number per recording after different cerebellar lesions**. The cats with lesions in the brachium conjunctivum showed a significant decrease of NREM (Slow Wave) and REM (Paradoxical) sleep. In contrast, the cats with lesions in the cerebellar cortex and white matter of the anterior vermis showed a significant decrease of drowsiness and a significant increase in REM sleep. Modified from De Andrés and Reinoso-Suárez ([@B24]).](fneur-02-00070-g008){#F8}

A recent study (Dang-Vu et al., [@B19]) with functional magnetic resonance imaging has reported that the slow oscillation \<1 Hz rhythm of NREM sleep is associated with significantly increased local activity in specific cerebral regions: the parahippocampal gyrus and cerebellum (in both cerebellar hemispheres and vermis). On the basis of parallel changes that occur in forebrain and cerebellum during NREM sleep, Andre and Arrighi ([@B4]) have proposed that forebrain and cerebellum may cooperate strongly in information processing during sleep. As yet no further studies have examined cerebellar participation at the cellular level in the generation of the slow \<1 Hz NREM sleep rhythm, but the Dang-Vu et al. ([@B19]) findings may be indicative of parallel operating capabilities in the cerebellum and hippocampal formation during NREM sleep. The growing data on hippocampal activation during NREM sleep after memory task training (Peigneux et al., [@B74]; Ji and Wilson, [@B48]; Rasch et al., [@B79]) and recent compelling evidence that slow \<1 Hz oscillations have a causal role in consolidating memories during NREM sleep (Marshall et al., [@B61]) open the possibility of cerebellar--forebrain cooperation in memory consolidation processes during NREM sleep.

NREM Sleep Homeostasis
======================

The current dominant theory in sleep research considers that the connections between structures putatively responsible for each of the three phases of the SWC (wakefulness, REM, and NREM sleep) would provide the anatomical basis for the central organization of reciprocal interactions among these structures and result in the alternation of the different phases of the SWC under the circadian control of the suprachiasmatic nucleus (Reinoso-Suárez et al., [@B90]). In addition, we would note that, in humans and other mammals, sleep is not only regulated by the circadian clock, but also by sleep homeostasis. Humans are awake in the morning because sleep pressure is low after a night of rest (Mignot and Huguenard, [@B64]). Throughout the day increased wakefulness-promoting signals, partly driven by the circadian clock, counter the growing sleep debt or sleep pressure, keeping the subject awake. An opposite interaction occurs at night. Sleep would be necessary to normalize the synapses to a basal condition that is sustainable and ensures cellular homeostasis (Cirelli and Tononi, [@B14]). NREM sleep homeostasis depends not only on the duration of prior wakefulness but also on intensity, and sleep intensity increases when wakefulness is associated with learning (Cirelli, [@B13]).

*The metabolic factors that initiate sleep* are molecules produced by neuronal activity during wakefulness and they increase proportionally with the duration and intensity of arousal. The accumulation of metabolites up to a critical level would be involved in the initiation of sleep specifically promoting NREM sleep. During the course of sleep metabolite levels would be reduced from the critical concentration to basal levels (Datta and MacLean, [@B20]). Many molecules have been implicated in the processes of sleep regulation, but only a few meet the criteria for being considered NREM sleep-regulatory substances. Among these substances are: adenosine, nitric oxide, prostaglandin d2, interleukin-1, tumor necrosis factor, and growth hormone-releasing hormone (Krueger et al., [@B55]). These molecules are involved in regulating the intensity and duration of NREM sleep and they act in biochemical cascades.

Neuronal activity during wakefulness increases the synthesis of NREM sleep regulating molecules; this increase, as occurs with the effects of adenosine on the A1-receptor, leads to the inhibition of neuronal activity, thereby increasing sleep pressure, and finally NREM begins (Vassalli and Dijk, [@B119]). Although NREM-promoting substances act on basal forebrain and hypothalamic NREM sleep regulating circuits (Gvilia et al., [@B39],[@B40]), they can also act locally on the cerebral cortex and thalamus to change the electrical properties of thalamic and cortical neurons thus altering their input--output relationships (Krueger et al., [@B55]). These observations help explain the capacity of the isolated forebrain to exhibit NREM sleep rebound (Corpas and De Andrés, [@B17]).

Currently, NREM and REM sleep are considered behavioral states involving the whole organism and governed by central control mechanisms. Although accepting this point of view, there is increasing evidence that NREM sleep (and thus sleep) might be a fundamental property of local neuronal networks since it can be initiated at small brain assemblies in response to their use, and only later on be consolidated by general central mechanisms (Krueger et al., [@B55]; Rector et al., [@B80]). One of the smallest sleep units could be the individual cortical columns in which sensory stimulation produces fluctuating high and low amplitude evoked responses depending on the behavioral state. In sleeping animals, the sleep-like response in cortical columns is characterized by evoked response potentials with a greater amplitude that the evoked responses during wakefulness (Rector et al., [@B81]). However, the sleep-/wake-like response also seems to be an intrinsic property of the individual cortical columns since, independently of the behavioral state of the whole-animal, the probability of finding a column in a sleep-like state depends on the length of time that column has previously spent in the wake-like state (Rector et al., [@B81]), suggesting that in different cortical regions cortical columns can be sleeping while others are awake during both whole-animal wakefulness and sleep. Thus, these findings suggest that NREM sleep may be regulated at local neuronal assembly levels and this regulation appears to be a fundamental property of the neural networks and it depends on prior activity in each network (Krueger et al., [@B55]). The NREM sleep of each local cortical column can be initiated by metabolically driven changes derived from the manufacture of molecules of sleep-regulatory substances produced by neuronal activity during wakefulness-like activity. The process may involve increased electrical activity, blood flow, extracellular levels of ATP and extra-and intracellular levels of adenosine, all of which would decrease the intracellular ATP level, and this would drive individual columns to enter a sleep-like activity state. Once a final sleep state was reached this process would be reversed: reduced electrical activity, blood flow, extracellular levels of ATP and extra-and intracellular levels of adenosine would raise the intracellular ATP level in individual local cortical columns, and thus, the cortical column would be prepared for wakefulness. The sleep or wakefulness states of individual cortical columns could be synchronized through humoral and electrical connections and therefore the sleep or wakefulness of the whole organism would occur as an emergent property of the interaction of individual networks (Krueger et al., [@B55]). Nowadays there is an emerging understanding of the role of astrocytes as potential mediators of the known effect of adenosine in sleep regulation and this mediation would involve both neuroenergetic and synaptic plasticity roles (Jones, [@B50]).

The power of delta SWA in the EEG is considered to be an indicator of NREM sleep intensity, and delta SWA is homeostatically regulated since its power increases after wakefulness and returns to baseline during sleep. The magnitude of delta SWA is the best known correlation of sleep homeostasis or "sleep pressure." Indeed, experiments have shown that the power of SWA reflects the duration of prior wakefulness regardless of the circadian time. Delta SWA seems to reflect a form of restorative process for cortical local circuits: SWA delta power is increased in cortical areas that have been most active during the day. Also, imaging techniques have shown that there is a localized decrease in metabolic activity at night in areas that have been activated during the day (Mignot and Huguenard, [@B64]). SWA homeostasis may reflect synaptic changes underlying a cellular need for sleep. Nevertheless, Huber et al. ([@B45]) have indicated that sleep homeostasis has a local component, one that can be triggered in specific human brain regions by a learning task; these authors also showed that the local increase in SWA after learning correlates with improved performance of the task after sleep. Thus, sleep homeostasis can be induced on a local level and can improve performance.

As we have indicated above delta EEG waves are synchronized in the different cortical areas in correlation with the neuronal events that express cyclic potential membrane fluctuations (\<1 Hz) between hyperpolarized (DOWN) and depolarized (UP) periods in which neurons are respectively silent or active (Dossi et al., [@B25]; Contreras and Steriade, [@B15]). More recently, Vyazovskiy et al. ([@B128]) have shown that during NREM, barrel cortex multiunit activity expresses cyclic (\<1 Hz) changes with silent periods (OFF) alternating with others (ON) in which there is a sustained firing activity; these ON/OFF cortical multiunit activities closely resemble the neuronal membrane potential events of UP/DOWN states. In addition, Vyazovskiy et al. ([@B128]) also showed that the multiunit OFF periods in barrel cortical neurons are temporally correlated with the negative component of the EEG delta waves as are the DOWN states that occur at cellular level (Contreras and Steriade, [@B15]). During the first NREM sleep after an uninterrupted waking period, neuronal barrel cortex population ON periods are short and frequent, while neuronal silence periods (DOWN states) are long and frequent. DOWN states (accompanied by an overall decrease in neuronal activity) are a phenomenon that is thought to be associated with energy savings. After a sustained sleep period, which reduces the sleep debt, barrel cortex OFF periods decrease and the duration of the ON periods increases. In addition, the changes in firing patterns in NREM sleep correlate positively with changes in SWA intensity (Vyazovskiy et al., [@B128]). Therefore, the systematic increase of firing during wakefulness is balanced by staying asleep.

Recent data (Jones et al., [@B52]) indicate that sleep reduces the number of synaptic connections to a basic level that is augmented during waking experience that is, NREM sleep seems to ensure cell homeostasis; simultaneously during sleep the expression of molecules involved in synaptic reorganization is increased. Based on simple energy demands and since the cerebral cortex--thalamus unit is a large part of the human and mammal brain, being awake for longer and longer periods of time seems to be very expensive, hence energy economy by the brain during NREM sleep is one of the prevalent hypotheses to explain NREM sleep pressure (Mignot and Huguenard, [@B64]). However, during NREM sleep neurons must down-fire in synchrony rather than simply stay silent; for some authors this circumstance supports the need to transfer memory to different cortical areas, as has been demonstrated to occur between the hippocampus and visual cortex. To Vyazovskiy et al. ([@B128]), wakefulness is associated with learning, and enhancing long-term potentiation strengthens glutamatergic synapses, a process with an unsustainable energy requirement, whereas during sleep only robust connections remain intact, reducing the energy requirements to the levels necessary for maintaining critical learned circuits. This reduction of synapses during sleep increases the signal to noise ratio for the remaining connections, improving performance (Mignot and Huguenard, [@B64]; Vyazovskiy et al., [@B128]).

The close reciprocal connections between the thalamus and the cerebral cortex would force NREM sleep homeostatic processes to take place simultaneously in the two structures. The thalamus--cerebral cortex is a strictly necessary unit in the expression of the most significant bioelectric and behavioral events of NREM sleep and the thalamus--cerebral cortex unit is connected to subcortical NREM sleep-promoting structures and with all the subcortical structures involved in the organization of the other phases of SWC (Reinoso-Suárez et al., [@B89]). The former connections would act on the thalamus--cerebral cortex unit to facilitate the NREM sleep neurophysiological and homeostatic processes and also through neurophysiological and homeostatic mechanisms, the latter subcortical connections would inhibit the other phases of SWC: REM sleep and wakefulness.
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